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Abstract

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) encompasses a broad range of injury mechanisms and severity.

A detailed determination of TBI severity can be a complex challenge, with current clinical

tools   sometimes insufficient to tailor a clinical response to a spectrum of patient needs.

Blood  biomarkers  of  TBI  may  supplement  clinical  assessments  but  currently  available

biomarkers have limited sensitivity and specificity. While oxidative stress is known to feature

in damage mechanisms following TBI, investigation of blood biomarkers of oxidative stress

has been limited. This exploratory pilot study of a subset of 18 trauma patients with TBI of

varying severity,  quantifies  circulating  concentrations  of  the  structural  damage  indicators

S100b,  and  myelin  basic  protein  (MBP),  and  the  biomarkers  of  oxidative  stress

hydroxynonenal  (HNE),  malondialdehyde  (MDA),  carboxy-methyl-lysine  (CML),  and  8-

hydroxy-2’-deoxy-guanosine (8-OHDG).  Significant  increases in  circulating S100b,  MBP,

and HNE were observed in TBI patient samples compared to 8 uninjured controls, and there

was  a  significant  decrease  in  CML.  This  small  exploratory  study  supports  the  current

literature on S100b and MBP elevation in TBI, and reveals potential for the use of peripheral

oxidative stress markers to assist in determination of TBI severity. Further investigation is

required to validate results and confirm trends.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major global public health burden, accounting for

over  1.7 million emergency department  (ED) presentations annually  in  the  United States

alone.  1 TBI’s are commonly classified as mild, moderate, or severe. Classification is based

primarily on a patient’s Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), which gives a combined measure of

eye, verbal, and motor response to stimuli. 2 Moderate and severe TBI are typically associated

with  gross  neural  pathologies  such  as  haematoma  and  oedema,  a  need  for  extensive

intervention, and   significant morbidity in survivors.  3,4 Primary responses to moderate and

severe TBI are often dictated by the results of imaging analysis. While moderate and severe

TBI are of great concern, as many as 80% of all TBI’s are classified as ‘mild’.  4 Mild TBI

(mTBI) patients display no gross neural pathologies using standard imaging methods, and

have no immediate  threat to  life.  However,  many patients experience debilitating chronic

symptoms  which  can  impede  their  ability  to  return  to  work,  social  functioning,  and

psychological health for months to years after even a single mTBI. 3,5,6 Limitations of current

tools to guide clinical decisions and predict patient outcome, have prompted the search for

biomarkers that can be used to detect, quantify and differentiate underlying cellular damage

in TBI.

Primary  mechanical  injury  following  TBI  leads  to  cascades  of  secondary

neurophysiological  damage,  resulting in  chronic cognitive,  motor,  and emotional  deficits,

potentially  revealed  in  a  range  of  downstream  biomarkers.  3,7 Animal  models  of  mild,

moderate and severe TBI, along with behavioural, imaging, and histopathological studies in

humans,  have  revealed  the  progressive  and  complex  nature  of  secondary  degenerative

pathways associated with different TBI severity. Biomarkers of current interest represent a

range of these neuropathological mechanisms. Damage to structural proteins of both neurons

and glia  occur  with the initial  impact,  and continues with secondary injury processes.  3,7



Calcium binding S100 protein beta (S100b),  myelin basic protein (MBP), neuron specific

enolase (NSE), and calpain-derived αII-spectrin N-terminal fragment (SNTF) are some of the

markers  elevated  in  cerebrospinal  fluid  and blood due  to  mechanical  injury  to  cells  and

resulting ionic imbalance.  8,9 S100b in particular has been identified as a blood biomarker,

which may correlate to injury severity and outcome in moderate to severe TBI patients.  9,10

While many biomarkers of TBI show promise, each has its limitations. S100b concentrations

can  be  significantly  affected  by  extra-cerebral  poly-trauma.11 Inflammatory  markers  are

elevated  peripherally  for  days  to  weeks  after  TBI,  making  them  potentially  valuable  in

gauging recovery and experimental treatment efficacy. However, blood concentrations have

not been found to correlate consistently with TBI severity or outcome. 9,12

Oxidative stress occurs as a consequence of multiple pathological processes active in

TBI, and oxidised products are appealing as peripheral blood markers for generalised cellular,

axonal, lipid, protein or DNA damage. 13 However to date, few oxidative stress indicators

have been investigated for  utility  as blood biomarkers in  humans across a  range of  TBI

severities. Malondialdehyde (MDA) is one of the best characterised indicators of oxidative

damage to polyunsaturated fatty acids and may serve as a predictor of early mortality in

severe TBI. 14  Hydroxynonenal (HNE) and carboxy-methyl lysine (CML) are also markers of

lipid peroxidation, and are peripherally elevated in a range of central nervous system injuries.

15–17 The base adduct 8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine (8-OHDG) is formed following exposure

of chromatin to free radicals, and is used as a marker of DNA oxidation. 18 8-OHDG is known

to be elevated in animal models of TBI.  19 Each of these markers of oxidative stress have

potential to become useful in the assessment and management of TBI patients. However more

information is  required to  determine whether  circulating levels are  elevated in  a  severity

dependant manner in TBI patients. This small exploratory study assesses a range of oxidative

stress indicators in blood from patients with TBIs of varying severity.



Materials and Methods

Study Design

Participants were enrolled in a prospective, observational Critical Illness and Shock

Study  (CISS)  between  March  2010  and  January  2013,  recruited  from  the  Emergency

Department  of  Royal  Perth  Hospital  (RPH).  20 CISS  is  a  prospective  study  of  patients

presenting to the Emergency Department with critical illness or injury that compromise the

cardiovascular  and/or  respiratory  systems,  focussing  on  the  acute  immune  response  to

anaphylaxis, septic shock, traumatic brain injury and post-cardiac arrest. Ethics approval was

obtained  through  the  RPH  human  research  ethics  committee  (HREC  RPH  2015-062).

Because the need for emergency care took priority, waiver of initial consent was approved

under the provision of paragraph 2.3.6 of the National Health and Medical Research Council

Ethical  Conduct  guidelines.  21 Consent  was  requested  from  patients  or  next  of  kin  as

appropriate, and patients were given the option of complete withdrawal from the study.  A

range  of  blood  samples  were  collected  from  participating  patients,  including  blood  for

separation into plasma in ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) tubes. These were stored

at  -80⁰C  immediately  after  processing  in  the  purpose  built  wet  lab  in  the  Emergency

Department. 

The current study describes outcomes from patients in the CISS with: 1) sufficient

volumes  of  EDTA plasma  available  for  use;  2)  head  injury  reported  as  the  principal

component  of  trauma;  3)  plasma  samples  collected  within  seven  hours  of  injury  (time

selected  based upon  available  samples  and the  desire  to  sample  for  potentially  transient

oxidative  stress indicators soon after  patient  presentation);  4) minimal  poly-trauma (New

Injury Severity Score (NISS) head fraction >73%, value selected to reflect predominantly

head injury for the cohort); and 5) minimal pre-existing conditions (Charlson comorbidity

index ≤1).22 A single time point of sampling, as soon after patient presentation as possible,



was chosen in order to allow determination of suitability of biomarkers for less severe TBI

when only a single blood sample would be likely to be taken. Plasma samples were analysed

in duplicate, together with 8 age and sex matched control samples, which were subjected to

the same storage conditions and handling as patient samples. TBI patients were divided into

severity groups based on GCS recorded at time of presentation at the Emergency Department,

or at scene of injury if sedated for clinical care. Mild injuries included GCS from 13 to 15,

moderate between 8 and 13, and a score of less than 8 was classified as severe TBI.

Biomarker Assessment

Plasma  samples  were  analysed  using  commercially  available  enzyme  linked

immunosorbent  assay  (ELISA)  kits  to  determine  concentrations  of  selected  biomarkers.

Quantitative commercial kit analyses allowed rapid determination of analyte concentrations,

with well characterised detection sensitivities and selectivities. Biomarkers analysed were;

HNE Histone, Lysine, and Cysteine adducts (OxiSelect HNE adduct competitive ELISA kit,

STA-838,  Cell  Biolabs,  San  Diego),  MDA  (Thiobarbituric  acid  reactive  species

trichloroacetic  acid  method  assay  kit,  700870,  Cayman  Chemicals,  Ann  Arbour),  S100b

(Human  S100b  ELISA,  KT-435,  Kamiya  Biochemical  Company,  Seattle),  MBP (Human

myelin  basic  protein  ELISA kit,  MyBioSource,  #261463),  8-OHDG (highly  sensitive  8-

OHdG  check  ELISA,  Japan  Institute  for  the  Control  of  Ageing,  Shizuoka),  and  CML

(OxiSelect  Nε-(carboxymethyl)  lysine competitive  ELISA kit,  STA-816 Cell  Biolabs,  San

Diego). All analytical procedures were performed according to manufacturer’s instructions,

and analyte  concentrations were  determined with reference  to  standard  curves,  generated

from standards  assessed on the same 96 well  plate  as patient and control samples.  Each

sample  was  assessed  in  duplicate  within  an  assay,  with  absorbance  measured  using  an

EnSpire multimode plate reader (Perkin Elmer, product no. 2300).



Data Analysis

 All biomarker concentrations were calculated as mean values of duplicate analysis for

each patient sample. Outliers, defined as greater than two standard deviations from the mean

of  all  samples  of  a  particular  biomarker,  were  excluded.  Concentration  distribution  of

biomarkers  in  plasma samples  from TBI  patients  were  first  assessed  for  normality,  then

compared to  controls,  and significance determined for each biomarker across all  samples

using T-Tests. Severity groups were then compared to each other and controls by single factor

analysis  of  variance  (ANOVA),  applying  Sheffe’s  post  hoc if  variances  were  equal,  or

Games-Howell if Levene’s test reported a significant difference in variances which could not

be corrected by simple data transformations.  The method of least  squares was applied to

determine  the  linear  correlation  coefficients  between  neurological  injury  severity  and

biomarker concentration with significance set at p < 0·05. Pearson’s r is reported. Linear

regression  analysis  was  used  to  investigate  relationships  between  biomarker  levels,  and

clinical and demographic details (e.g. age, months of sample storage, poly trauma severity

etc.), which varied greatly within the sample set. Partial predictors accounting for more than

5% of variation in any single outcome are reported.



Results

Biomarkers of Structural Proteins

Eighteen patients met the inclusion criteria. 14 (78%) patients were male, with a mean

age of  34 years (SD = 17.6).  Details  of patients from whom samples were obtained are

outlined in Table 1. Concentrations of the structural damage marker S100b required log 10

transformation to achieve normal distribution. Variance of data distributions were unequal

between TBI severity groups and controls, even following log10 transformation (Levene’s F =

6.288, p = 0.003). Concentrations of S100b were significantly elevated in grouped samples

from patients with TBI of all severities, compared to controls (P = 0.017, DF = 24). Power

analysis of the t-test between control and ‘all TBI’ group conducted post hoc reported a large

effect size with moderate power (Cohen’s d = 1.06, power [1-β] = 0.645). Comparison of

outcomes from subsets of TBI patients with injuries of varying severity and control were

conducted using one way ANOVA, with Games-Howell post hoc corrections for all possible

multiple  comparisons.  ANOVA reached significance (p = 0.003,  DF = 25),  and  post  hoc

analyses revealed a significant difference only between severe TBI patient S100b levels and

controls (p = 0.007, DF = 16). ANOVA comparing TBI severity groups to each other and

controls achieved overall only a moderate effect with very weak power of analysis (Cohen’s f

= 0.319, power [1-β] = 0.178), indicating the need for caution in interpreting these results.

Pearson’s  correlation  analysis  demonstrated  a  significant  moderate  severity  dependent

decrease in plasma levels of S100b with higher GCS (r = -0.399, p = 0.043), however when

the control group was removed from this analysis significance was not maintained (r = 0.117,

p = 0.643). Linear regression analysis revealed significant effects of age, and NISS (adjusted

r2 = 0.374, and 0.197 respectively) (Fig. 1A). 



MBP concentrations required square  root  transformation to  achieve  normality  and

were found to have equal variance (Levene’s F = 1.11, p = 0.367). MBP concentrations were

also elevated in patients with TBI compared to controls (P = 0.030, DF = 22). However one

way ANOVA comparing controls to subsets of patients with TBI of varying severities did not

reveal significant differences in plasma MBP concentration (p = 0.127, DF = 23) (Fig. 1B).

None of the independent variables assessed for interactions had a significant effect.

Biomarkers of Oxidative Stress

The concentration of the lipid peroxidation indicator HNE was normally distributed,

however a log10 transformation was used in order to achieve equal variance (Levene’s F =

1.16, p = 0.350). HNE was found to be significantly elevated in TBI patients compared to

controls (P = 0.035, DF = 21) (Fig. 1C). Power analysis of the t-test between control and ‘all

TBI’ group conducted post hoc reported a large effect size with moderate power (Cohen’s d =

1.04, power [1-β] = 0.742). A more weakly powered (Cohen’s f = 0.504, power [1-β] = 0.422)

ANOVA with Sheffe’s post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between control and

severe TBI patient HNE concentrations (p = 0.050, DF = 16). Note that only three patient

samples were available for moderate TBI for this outcome measure, making it difficult to

draw conclusions for this group. Nevertheless, a moderately strong negative linear correlation

of HNE concentration to GCS was found within TBI patients’ samples when the control

group was included in analysis (r = -0.576, p = 0.004), but was lost when investigating TBI

patients  only  (r  =  -0.441,  p  =  0.128).  Partial  predictors  of  HNE  plasma  concentrations

determined by regression analysis included; months of -80⁰C storage (adjusted r2 = 0.385),

gender (adjusted r2 = 0.244), and delay to collection post injury (adjusted r2 = 0.180). 

MDA concentrations were not found to be significantly elevated when all TBI patients

were compared to  controls by t-test  (p  = 0.199,  DF = 23) (Fig.  1D).  One way ANOVA



showed no difference between any TBI severity groups and controls (p = 0.298, DF = 23).

MDA concentrations displayed no significant correlation to GCS with (r = -0.398, p = 0.060),

or  without  (r  =  -0.328,  p=  0.215)  inclusion  of  control  group in  correlation  analysis.  No

relationships of circulating MDA to any available predictive variables were identified. 

Unexpectedly,  CML concentrations  were  found  to  be  significantly  lower  in  TBI

samples than in control (P = 0.0024, DF = 23, Cohen’s d = 1.21, power [1-β] = 0.865) (Fig.

1E).  One  way  ANOVA with  Scheffe’s  post  hoc corrections  revealed  that  plasma  CML

concentrations were significantly lower in the subset  of severe TBI patients compared to

controls  (p  =  0.044,  DF  =  15,  Cohen’s  f  =  1.61,  power  [1-β]  =  0.999).  None  of  the

independent variables assessed for interacting relationships were seen to have a significant

effect, however a significant moderate positive correlation of CML to GCS was identified

when control group was included in analysis (r = 0.481, p = 0.015), but not in TBI patients

alone (r = 0.275, p = 0.391) .

8-OHdG concentrations were found to be below the lower limit of detection of the

ELISA kit (0.0625 ng/mL) in ≥50% of participant samples in each group. Concentrations

below  the  lower  limit  were  converted  to  a  set  value  of  half  of  the  lowest  reliable

concentration, resulting in a distribution that was not normal and that had unequal variance.

This  could  not  be  corrected  by  simple  transformations,  so  no  statistical  analyses  were

conducted. 



Discussion 

This small ‘pilot style’ study suggests that oxidative stress biomarkers are worthy of

further investigation. Of interest, the lipid peroxidation biomarker HNE was consistently low

in  controls  and  elevated  in  TBI  samples.  Furthermore,  there  was  a  trend  to  a  severity

dependent increase in HNE with TBI. The decrease in CML levels with severe TBI is also a

novel finding warranting further investigation. Quantification of S100b revealed a trend to

severity dependent elevation in TBI patient samples,  consistent with current literature.  9,10

While many biomarkers of TBI have been investigated, few are sensitive to injury severity ie

mild, moderate or severe.9 Our results suggest that HNE, and perhaps CML may be valuable

additions to a suite of blood biomarkers, including S100b. However, the small sample size of

the current study, combined with the variability in biomarker concentrations indicates the

need for further investigation of oxidative stress biomarkers as indicators of injury severity

following TBI. 

HNE concentrations were moderately and weakly partially predicted by storage time,

and delay from injury to sample collection respectively. This may reflect a short half-life of

this biomarker both in vivo, and in vitro. While a degradation effect is difficult to assess in a

small study such as this, a consistent degradation rate in vivo, once fully characterised, may

prove useful in determining time of injury in uncertain cases. The reported weak elevation in

female vs. male samples may be an artefact of small sample size, and skewed sex ratios (78%

male).  These  variables  were  found  to  account  for  some  of  the  variability  in  biomarker

concentration, however further validation of these relationships is required. 

MDA concentrations  were  highly  variable  across  all  groups,  as  expected  of  this

generalised lipid peroxidation marker. MDA is known to be elevated due to a wide range of

demographic  and  lifestyle  variables,  such  as  age,  fitness,  and  smoking  status . 23 To  our



knowledge,  a  decrease  in  CML concentration with central  nervous system injury has not

previously been observed. CML has been reported to be elevated in optic nerves vulnerable to

secondary  degeneration  in  rats,  and  in  patient  serum  for  retinopathy;  16,17 although  the

observed TBI severity dependent decrease in sample concentration has not previously been

reported.  8-OHDG  concentrations  were  much  lower  than  expected  in  all  samples.  It  is

possible that this DNA oxidation marker decays with extended storage, and investigation of

fresh samples or the use of a more sensitive quantification assay would be of interest.

 S100b  levels  were  consistently  low  in  control  samples,  a  valuable  trait  in  any

biomarker. However, elevation with injury was not significantly related to TBI severity. Age

and NISS were found to be  partial  predictors of  circulating S100b concentration.  Higher

levels in older TBI patient samples support findings that protective mechanisms minimising

tissue damage may be less efficient in older trauma patients. 6 Elevation with NISS maintains

the current view that S100b is not sufficiently neuro-specific to be applied as a TBI marker

independently.11 MBP, which due to its role in myelin is more neuro-specific than S100b, was

more  highly  variable  than  S100b  in  control  participants,  only  seen  to  be  significantly

increased when comparing control to all TBI patient samples. 

Twenty percent of patients with mTBI develop long term sequelae. 3,5,6 If a biomarker

or set of biomarkers reliably identified these cases at the time of initial assessment, it would

be possible to focus on neurorehabilitation strategies that could improve patient outcomes.

Furthermore, in current clinical practice a decision to perform neuroimaging in head injury is

guided by decision aids that are entirely clinical.25 These aids all understandably sacrifice

specificity for sensitivity, so still result in a large amount of redundant imaging. A reliable

biomarker could refine these decision aids and help define a larger group that does not require

neuroimaging. For the more severe TBIs, a biomarker that provided short term and/or long



term prognostic information may help guide clinical care, such as the intensity of monitoring

for deterioration.

This exploratory study of TBI biomarkers in a subset of trauma patients has revealed

potential for the use of peripheral oxidative stress markers to assist in determination of TBI

severity. While patient numbers are low, the results support the value of further investigation.

Validation of results using a specifically recruited cohort, larger sample size of both injured

and a range of control groups, stronger quantification of demographic and clinical details, and

integration  of  clinical  and  experimental  imaging  will  add  significant  strength  to  current

findings. 
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Figure Legend

Figure 1: Biomarker concentrations determined by ELISA analysis of TBI patient samples

collected within seven hours of injury, and controls. Mean and standard error are displayed

for controls, mild, moderate and severe TBI, and all TBI. Severity groups are based on GCS,

such that a score of 13 to 15 is mild, 8 to 13 is moderate, and less than 8 classified as severe.

Biomarkers assessed:  A) calcium binding protein S100 beta,  B) myelin basic  protein,  C)

hydroxynonenal  adducts,  D)  malondialdehyde,  and  E)  carboxy-methyl  lysine.  *denotes

significant difference from controls (P < 0.05) when comparing all TBI to controls via T-test.

ⱡindicates significant difference of a TBI severity subset from control  via ANOVA and post

hoc test (P < 0.05). 



Table 1

TBI Severity Separations

Mild Moderate Severe Control
N 4 5 9 8
Mean age (SD) 37 (20) 39.4 (26) 29.8 (11) 33.8 (12)
N male 2 3 9 6
Median NISS head prop (IQR) 14.5 (8.9-

20.1)

48 (28.5-

67.59)

33.9 (31.4-

36.4)
Mean delay to presentation, min (SD) 162.5 (81) 210 (77) 193.9 (143)
Median ICU days (IQR) 0 (1) 13 (12) 5 (4)
N deceased - 1 2
GROSS CRANIAL PATHOLOGY
     Skull fracture - 4 6
     Cortical contusion 2 5 9
     Intra cranial haemorrhage/ 

haematoma

- 4 7

     Cerebral oedema - 1 4
POLY- TRAUMA
     Lacerations (external) 2 3 5
     Lacerations (internal) 1 - 1
     Bone fracture (non-skull) 2 3 7
CLINICAL INTERVENTION
     Intubation - 5 8
     ICP monitoring - 2 5
     Craniectomy - 1 3

Table 1: Demographic information (mean with standard deviation (SD), or median with inter quartile 
range (IQR)), and clinical injury details of patients with TBI and controls. TBI patients were a subset 
of the Critical Illness and Shock Study (CISS) as outlined in the Materials and Methods. Control 
samples were age and sex matched to injured groups. Median head proportion of NISS was lower in 
the severe than the moderate TBI group due to greater severity of extra-cerebral trauma.




